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Fire & Metal

Michael Bondi Forges Magic
BY KENDRA BOUTELL

LIKE A MODERN-DAY VULCAN, Michael Bondi forges

shapes from fire and metal. His company, Michael Bondi
Metal Design, located in Richmond’s industrial park,
specializes in architectural and interior wrought metal,
crafting contemporary and classic pieces for private estates
and public spaces. Interior designer Suzanne Tucker is a fan
of his handiwork, “The magical alchemy of metalsmithing
will never cease to astound me. In the hands of Michael
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Pacific Heights, Bondi collaborated with
architect Sandy Walker of Walker & Moody Architects
and Suzanne Tucker on this lyrical staircase. A patina
finish embellishes the forged bronze cap rail and
forged Monel pickets. Photograph by Edward Addeo.

LEFT Geddes

Ulinskas
Architects’ minimalist
home in San Francisco
centers on a modern spiral
staircase. Bondi crafted it
from forged and formed
custom bronze for the cap
rail, pickets, and stringer.

ABOVE The

Architectural designer Wayne David Hand
worked with Bondi on the staircase for this Ken
Fulk-created estate. Forged steel pickets with
custom bronze machined parts and wood cap rail
give it a rustic yet refined feel.

intricate entrance of a Renaissancestyle mansion, featuring custom forged bronze
foliate and scrolls, repoussé bronze sheet leaf
work, and cast bronze medallions; a Pacific
Heights collaboration with Suzanne Tucker and
Andrew Skurman of Andrew Skurman Architects.
Photograph by Vera Vandenbosch.

Bondi and his crew, this craft is elevated to
artistic expression at its finest.” The firm’s
commercial projects range from embellishing the Beaux-Arts San Francisco City Hall
to fabricating a two-foot steel Arts & Crafts
style troll statute as a talisman for the Bay
Bridge’s new Eastern Span.
Bondi’s aesthetics and skills originated in
Treviso, Italy, where his brother, the late
Stephen Bondi, trained in the studio of
master iron sculptor Simone Benetton. In
the mid-1970s in America, blacksmithing
was becoming a lost art usurped by soulless
mass-produced factory-made items.
Stephen, who taught jewelry and metalwork
on the East Coast, wanted to learn largescale ornamental ironwork. Benetton
presided over one of Europe’s largest and
most respected architectural ironwork
forges, following in the traditions of his
father sculptor Toni Benetton and Art

Nouveau craftsman Alessandro Mazzucotelli. Bondi visited his brother at the Treviso studio and became entranced by Italian
metalwork for its range of styles and quality of workmanship.
The brothers opened their first East Bay
artist blacksmithing shop in 1977, collaborating with architects and designers on
gates, doors, staircases, railings, and sculptures in various metals. Bondi went solo in
the mid-eighties, starting his eponymous
firm. In addition to Tucker & Marks, his
esteemed clients include Ken Fulk,
ODADA, The Wiseman Group, and
Hendrix Allardyce. Whether he is creating
classic scrolls or contemporary abstractions, he is a master. “There is poetry in
the way Michael deftly conjures architectural and decorative elements within the
confines of form and function. His craftsmanship is quite simply unparalleled,”
says Tucker. CH michaelbondi.com
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